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What if Anton Chekhov, undisputed master
of the short story, actually wrote a
noveland the manuscript still existed? This
tantalizing possibility drives The Summer
Guest, a spellbinding narrative that draws
together, across two centuries, the lives of
three women through the discovery of a
diary.During the long, hot summer of 1888,
an extraordinary friendship blossoms
between Anton Chekhov and Zinaida
Lintvaryova, a young doctor. Recently
blinded by illness, Zinaida has retreated to
her familys estate in the lush countryside of
Eastern Ukraine, where she is keeping a
diary to record her memories of her earlier
life. But when the Chekhov family arrives
to spend the summer at a dacha on the
estate, and she meets the middle son Anton
Pavlovich, her quiet existence is
transformed by the connection they share.
What begins as a journal kept simply to
pass the time becomes an intimate,
introspective narrative of Zinaidas singular
relationship with this doctor and writer of
growing fame.More than a century later, in
2014, the unexpected discovery of this
diary represents Katya Kendalls last chance
to save her struggling London publishing
house. Zinaidas description of a gifted
young man still coming to terms with his
talent offers profound insight into a literary
legend, but it also raises a tantalizing
question: Did Chekhov, known only as a
short story writer and playwright, write a
novel over the course of their friendship
that has since disappeared? The answer
could change history, and finding it proves
an irresistible challenge for Ana Harding,
the translator Katya hires. Increasingly
drawn into Zinaida and Chekhovs world,
Ana is consumed by her desire to find the
lost book. As she delves deeper into the
moving account of two lives changed by a
meeting on a warm May night, she
discovers that the manuscript is not the
only mystery contained within the diarys
pages.Inspired by the real friendship
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between Chekhov and the Lintvaryov
family, landowners in the Ukraine, The
Summer Guest is a masterful and utterly
compelling literary novel that breathes life
into a vanished world, while exploring the
transformative power of art and the
complexity of love and friendship.
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THE SUMMER GUEST by Alison Anderson Kirkus Reviews Buy The Summer Guest by Justin Cronin (ISBN:
9780385335829) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. THE SUMMER GUEST by Justin
Cronin Kirkus Reviews The Summer Guest: A Novel by Alison Anderson book review. Click to read the full review
of The Summer Guest: A Novel in New York Journal The Summer Guest by Emma Hannigan Reviews, Discussion
The blind doctor, Zinaida Lintvaryova, stays in my heart long after I close Alison Andersons beautifully written book.
The young Chekhov himself cannot The Summer Guest by Alison Anderson Reviews, Discussion Editorial
Reviews. Review. In an enchanting era-spanning novel, Anderson crafts a literary mystery that goes beyond the limits of
time. (Entertaiment Weekly The Summer Guest: A Novel of Chekhov by Alison Anderson THE SUMMER
GUEST by Alison Anderson But Chekhov forms only one facet of this remarkable novel, which is also a moving
account of The Summer Guest - Washington Post A Maine fishing camp serves as the physical and emotional center
for an extended circle of family and friends in this charming novel spanning three generations. The Summer Guest: A
Novel of Chekhov - Kindle edition by Alison Buy The Summer Guest by Emma Hannigan (ISBN: 9781472209986)
from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Alison Andersons smart and tender novel The
Summer Guest re-imagines an actual friendship between Russian writer and playwright Anton About the Novel Alison
Anderson Justin Cronins THE SUMMER GUEST takes place, for the most part, at a The novel opens with a prologue
that takes us to the end of WWII. The Summer Guest by Justin Cronin - Reading Guide THE SUMMER GUEST.
By Justin Cronin. Dial. 369 pp. $24. The telling moment in Justin Cronins debut novel, the 2002 PEN/Hemingway The
Summer Guest: : Justin Cronin: 9780385335829 What if Anton Chekhov, undisputed master of the short story,
actually wrote a noveland the manuscript still existed? This tantalizing possibility drives The The Summer Guest theparkmalaga.com
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Reading Group Guides THE SUMMER GUEST. by Justin Cronin. BUY NOW FROM. AMAZON BARNES &
NOBLE. GET WEEKLY BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS:. The Summer Guest: the playwright and the dying
doctor The THE SUMMER GUEST Images. A recent piece I The following piece will give you an idea of the
inspiration behind the book. One of the more Fiction Book Review: THE SUMMER GUEST by Justin Cronin The
Summer Guest: Justin Cronin: 9780385335829: The Audiobook (CD) of the The Summer Guest: A Novel by
Alison Anderson at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! The Summer Guest by Alison Anderson Book
Club Discussion The Hardcover of the The Summer Guest: A Novel of Chekhov by Alison Anderson at Barnes &
Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! a book review by Michelle Martinez: The Summer Guest: A Novel This
tantalizing possibility drives The Summer Guest, a spellbinding narrative The book blurs the line between firsthand
experience and imagining worlds one The Summer Guest: Discussion Questions - Enter the Passage Editorial
Reviews. Review. Set primarily in a rustic fishing camp on the northern Now Cronins new novel, The Summer Guest,
fulfills that promiseand more. With a rare combination of emotional insight, narrative power, and The Summer Guest Kindle edition by Justin Cronin. Literature Discuss the fishing camp as a character in itselfa character that provides
both comfort and treachery to its visitors. Does the camp evolve throughout the novel? Alison Anderson Writer and
Translator the-summmer-guest-justin-cronin2 A work of art a great American novel. The Summer Guest is a
haunting story about the way time changes us and : The Summer Guest: A Novel of Chekhov The Summer Guest has
326 ratings and 63 reviews. Sandy *The world could end while I was reading and I would never notice* said: I just
loved this book! T The Summer Guest - Enter the Passage The translator of THE ELEGANCE OF THE
HEDGEHOG, Alison Anderson, delivers a remarkable literary novel --- with a stunning conclusion The Summer
Guest: : Emma Hannigan Alison Anderson sets out in part to address the issue with her novel The Summer Guest,
introducing a fictional Chekhov expert in the Ukrainian : The Summer Guest (Audible Audio Edition): Justin What
if Anton Chekhov, undisputed master of the short story, actually wrote a noveland the manuscript still existed? This
tantalizing possibility The Summer Guest - Reading Group Guides Winner of the PEN/Hemingway Award for his
radiant novel in stories, Mary and ONeil, Justin Cronin has already been hailed as a writer of astonishing gifts. The
Summer Guest - Alison Anderson - Hardcover This subtle and haunting novel from novelist and The Elegance of
the Hedgehog translator Anderson intertwines the lives of three women
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